SMOOTHIES
FOR YOUR SCHOOL MEAL PROGRAM

SMOOTHIE EQUIPMENT GRANT
The American Dairy Association Mideast is offering a smoothie equipment grant, valued at $1,020, for K-12 schools in Ohio and West Virginia to serve smoothies as part of their school meal programs.

WHY SERVE SMOOTHIES?
Fruit and yogurt smoothies are equal parts nutritious and delicious, and are loved by students! They are a great way to use USDA required foods and can easily be served for breakfast, lunch or a la carte. Smoothies are also ideal for breakfast in the classroom or grab and go breakfast.

This smoothie equipment grant includes:

- Immersion Blender & Wall Hanger
- 5-Gallon Buckets & Lids (2)
- Pull-up “Fuel Up With Smoothies” Sign
- 1-Gallon Pitcher
INTERESTED IN SERVING SMOOTHIES AT YOUR SCHOOL?
Contact your area representative!

NORTHERN
Jan Diamond
614-602-9444
Jan.Diamond@Drink-Milk.com

CENTRAL & WESTERN
Jennifer Tagliarino
380-390-2663
Jennifer.Tagliarino@Drink-Milk.com

SOUTHERN & EASTERN
Mitzi Gerber
614-369-2943
Mitzi.Gerber@Drink-Milk.com

WEST VIRGINIA
Sharon Maynard
304-382-8553
Sharon.Maynard@Drink-Milk.com

For school smoothie recipes and more visit our school resource guide at Drink-Milk.com